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(54) Method for electing a network clock of a local synchronization domain of a mobile network 
as a frequency synchronization gateway

(57) A selection method is implemented in a mobile
network (BN) comprising a group (G1) of first network
clocks (N111-N114) each having a local clock (LC), be-
longing to a link-by-link synchronization domain in which
they communicate in a link-by-link synchronization
scheme and communicating in an end-to-end synchro-
nization scheme with a master clock (MC) providing a
frequency reference for synchronizing the local clocks
(LC). This method comprises a step (i) consisting in col-
lecting datasets of the local clocks (LC) of this group (G1),

a step (ii) consisting in comparing these collected clock
datasets to determine the best one according to criteria,
then in selecting the first network clock (N113) offering
this best clock dataset, and a step (iii) during which the
selected first network clock is configured as a frequency
synchronization gateway for interconnecting the master
clock (MC) in an end-to-end synchronization domain by
using a domain identifier of an end-to-end synchroniza-
tion domain.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to mobile networks, and more precisely to the distribution of a frequency reference
to network clocks of such mobile networks.
[0002] In the following description the term "master clock" refers to a GrandMaster clock or a Master port, the term
"network element" refers to a network element not performing clock reference recovery and distribution functions (i.e. it
could be a network element not aware of the packet-based synchronization technology(ies) considered or a network
element supporting the PTPV2 "transparent" clock capability), and the term "network clock" refers to a network element
having a local clock and performing clock reference recovery and distribution functions. Moreover, the term "clock
dataset" refers to intrinsic clock features and configuration parameters especially dedicated to the construction of an
optimized hierarchical synchronization topology.

Background of the invention

[0003] Within mobile networks, two main families of synchronization technologies are available for distributing a fre-
quency reference to wireless base stations (or BTSs).
[0004] The first family is represented by SyncE (or "Synchronous Ethernet") and its legacy TDM counterpart
E1/T1/SDH/SONET. This first family relies on the physical layer signal to distribute a frequency reference of a Primary
Reference Clock (i.e. ITU-T G.811 a.k.a. PRC/PRS) in a link-by-link (or "hop-by-hop") basis. This frequency reference
is recovered at each network clock thanks to a standardized and specified local clock deployed at each network element
level. Synchronization technologies of this first family have proven to be very robust and accurate across large networks
(they are able to guarantee the well-known 50 ppb frequency accuracy required by major wireless technologies).
[0005] However, these robust synchronization technologies present an important weakness. Indeed, they implement
a hop-by-hop method (that requires the clock to be recovered at each network element), with self-healing capabilities,
and therefore imply a significant deployment cost due to specific hardware required at each network element. This high
deployment cost raises concern amongst mobile operators while they are looking for cost-efficient approaches
(CAPEX/OPEX). As a consequence, link-by-link/hop-by-hop synchronization technologies are not always the best can-
didate for the distribution of a frequency reference.
[0006] The second family is represented by timestamped protocols, such as IEEE 1588V2 (also called PTPV2) or
IETF NTP. This second family relies on a packet-based signaling to distribute the frequency reference of a master clock.
Additionally to its ability to support a link-by-link scheme, PTPV2 can be also deployed in an end-to-end scheme with
no intermediate clock recovery, the crossed network elements being transparent to the PTPV2 protocol. Regarding its
end-to-end distribution capability, this technology family presents a clear deployment cost advantage over the afore-
mentioned physical layer based technologies (deployed in a link-by-link scheme).
[0007] Nevertheless, unlike physical-layer-based synchronization technologies, the performance of PTPV2, when
deployed in an end-to-end scheme, depends on the network noise, and especially on the packet delay variation (or PDV)
experienced by PTPV2 synchronization messages, which depends on the traffic load, and on slave clock characteristics
for achieving a given frequency accuracy. More precisely this second family raises:

- a performance concern, especially when considering already deployed base stations presenting local oscillators
not suitable for meeting the 50 ppb frequency requirement at the radio interface, with respect to the end-to-end
network noise,

- a bandwidth concern, when considering multiple unicast synchronization flows that must be issued by the master
clock (for supporting a default unicast mode such as recommended by the ITU-T PTP frequency Telecom profile
(G.8265.1). This tremendously increases the bandwidth usage (because the number of legacy BTSs is very impor-
tant), especially for network links closest to the PTP master clock,

- a scalability concern as the master clock serves multiple slave clocks (generally thousands), and increasing the
slave clock number increases the load the master clock has to support.

[0008] An hybrid solution has been proposed to improve the situation. It consists in a combination of an end-to-end
deployment in a first synchronization domain and a link-by-link deployment in at least one second synchronization
domain. Such a solution requires a demarcation point or gateway between the first and second synchronization domains.
Actually, this demarcation point or gateway is chosen arbitrarily and statically, which does not ensure an optimal de-
ployment solution in terms of cost and performance. Indeed, the PDV induced by non-PTP aware network elements and
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the clock quality of the assigned PTP slave clock within the gateway cannot guarantee optimal frequency accuracy and
stability while other selectable slave clocks may offer better [accumulated PDV, clock quality] couples, yielding to a
better frequency accuracy of downstream clocks and thus to a better base station performance (notably reducing call
drops).
[0009] Moreover, this lack of optimization could impact the distribution of a very accurate time reference (< 1 ms) as
this latter requires the distribution of an accurate frequency (for instance targeting a 1 ms time accuracy for Time Duplex
Division (or TDD) base stations often requires a stringer frequency accuracy of approximately 1 ppb). This strict require-
ment raises some concerns in terms of protection (notably when the assigned gateway fails), of flexibility (notably when
changes occurs in the network environment and/or the synchronization environment), of performance (notably because
generally the network operator has not a clear view of the characteristics of the assigned clock and of the network PDV),
of and operations.

Summary of the invention

[0010] So the invention aims notably at optimizing frequency synchronization of base stations of a mobile network
comprising a combination of an end-to-end deployment and a link-by-link/hop-by-hop deployment.
[0011] To this effect the invention notably provides a method, intended for automatically selecting a first network clock
of a mobile network comprising at least one group of first network clocks having a local clock, belonging to a link-by-link
synchronization domain in which they communicate in a link-by-link (or hop-by-hop) synchronization scheme and capable
of communicating in an end-to-end synchronization scheme with a master clock providing a frequency reference for
synchronizing the local clocks associated to the first network clocks. This method comprises:

- a step (i) during which one collects datasets (or attributes) of the local clocks of the group,
- a step (ii) during which one compares these collected clock datasets (or attributes) to determine the best one

according to at least one criterion, then one selects the first network clock offering this best clock dataset, and
- a step (iii) during which only the selected first network clock (of the link-by-link synchronization domain) is configured

as a frequency synchronization gateway for interconnecting the master clock in an end-to-end synchronization
domain by using a domain identifier of an end-to-end synchronization domain comprising this master clock.

[0012] The method according to the invention may include additional characteristics considered separately or com-
bined, and notably:

- the end-to-end domain and the link-by-link synchronization domain comprising the first network clocks may be
identified by different synchronization domain identifiers;

- the end-to-end synchronization scheme may be supported by the IEEE 1588V2 protocol deployed between the
master clock and the frequency synchronization gateway;

- the link-by-link synchronization scheme may be supported by the IEEE 1588V2 protocol deployed in the group of
the first network clocks and assisted by a full deployment of boundary clocks;

 the end-to-end IEEE1588V2 synchronization domain and the link-by-link IEEE1588V2 synchronization
domain of the group may be logically separated by different domain identifiers;

- the selected first network clock may be announced as a GrandMaster of a link-by-link synchronization domain, which
is isolated by a SiteName domain identifier;

- in a variant, the end-to-end synchronization scheme may be supported by the IETF Network Time Protocol deployed
between the master clock and the frequency synchronization gateway;

- also in a variant the link-by-link synchronization scheme may be supported either by synchronous Ethernet or by
SONET/SDH deployed in the group of the first network clocks;

- a Type Length Value field may be used within signalling messages for exchanging the clock datasets related to first
network clocks of the link-by-link synchronization domain;

 the link-by-link synchronization domain identifier SiteName may be transported by signalling messages
within a Type Length Value Field;

- in step (i) the first network clocks of a group may transmit signaling messages carrying clock dataset so that at least
one first network clock of this group is able to determine the best network clock of this group and to inform this best
network clock so that it becomes the frequency synchronization gateway;
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- the selection of the best network clock of a group may result from a comparison of network clock datasets comprising
at least a priority attribute or a clock stability attribute;

- in step (i) the first network clocks may transmit clock datasets by means of PTP announce messages;
- in step (iii) one port of the selected first network clock may be configured as a PTPV2 slave clock for locking to the

master clock of the end-to-end synchronization domain;
- during step (iii) once a first network clock is informed that it is the frequency synchronization gateway, it may transmit

a PTP unicast negotiation message to the second network element, and then may inform every other first network
clock of its group of the fact that it is the local frequency reference of the link-by-link synchronization domain;

- in a first embodiment, during step (i) each first network clock may transmit its own clock dataset to each other first
network clock that is its direct neighbor, and during step (ii) each first network clock may compare a received clock
dataset with its own clock dataset to select the best one, then may transmit this best clock dataset to its direct
neighbor(s) for comparison with its (their) own clock dataset, and so on until every first network clock transmits the
same best clock dataset to its direct neighbor(s), and finally, after a bounded convergence time the first network
clock having a clock dataset identical to this same best clock dataset becomes the frequency synchronization
gateway/proxy;

- in a second embodiment, during step (i) each first network clock may transmit its own clock dataset to every other
first network clock of its group, and in step (ii) the first network clock having a clock dataset that is better than every
other received clock dataset may become the frequency synchronization gateway;

- in a third embodiment, during step (i) each first network clock may transmit its own clock dataset to a designated
network node, and in step (ii) this designated network node may compare all the clock datasets of the group to
determine the best one and then may inform the first network clock having this best clock dataset that it is the
frequency synchronization gateway (and/or may inform the master clock of the selected first network clock);

 the designated network node may be either a predefined first network clock or a centralized managing
equipment or else the master clock;

d the predefined first network clock may be the one having been the most recently installed into the mobile
network;

- during step (ii) if a first criterion having a maximal precedence does not allow to differentiate at least two clock
datasets, one may use a second criterion having a smaller precedence to try to differentiate these clock datasets,
and so on with other criteria with always smaller precedence until a differentiation occurs;

- each criterion may be chosen from a criteria group comprising at least a comparison of values of first priority fields
of the clock datasets, a comparison of values of local clock classes of the clock datasets, a comparison of values
of local clock accuracies of the clock datasets, a comparison of values of local clock stabilities of the clock datasets,
a comparison of values of second priority fields of the clock datasets, and a comparison of values of local clock
identities of the clock datasets;

- during step (i) one may collect the clock datasets by means of PTP announce messages.

[0013] The invention also provides a computer program product comprising a set of instructions arranged, when it is
executed by processing means, for performing a method such as the one above introduced to allow an automatic election
of a first network clock of a mobile network as a frequency synchronization gateway.

Brief description of the figures

[0014] Other features and advantages of the invention will become apparent on examining the detailed specifications
hereafter and the appended drawings, wherein:

- figure 1 schematically and functionally illustrates a mobile network comprising eleven first network clocks distributed
in three groups and seven second network elements,

- figure 2 schematically illustrates exchanges of messages, between the first network clocks of the first group of the
mobile network of figure 1, and between a selected one of these first network clocks and a master clock, in the case
of an implementation of a first example of embodiment of a method according to the invention,

- figure 3 schematically illustrates exchanges of messages, between the first network clocks of the first group of the
mobile network of figure 1, and between a selected one of these first network clocks and a master clock, in the case
of an implementation of a second example of embodiment of a method according to the invention, and

- figure 4 schematically illustrates exchanges of messages, between the first network clocks of the first group of the
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mobile network of figure 1, and between a selected one of these first network clocks and the master clock, in the
case of an implementation of a third example of embodiment of a method according to the invention.

Detailed description of the preferred embodiment

[0015] The appended drawings may serve not only to complete the invention, but also to contribute to its understanding,
if need be.
[0016] The invention aims, notably, at offering a method intended for automatically selecting and configuring a first
network clock N1ij of a group Gi of first network clocks N1ij of a mobile network BN, so that it becomes a frequency
synchronization gateway/proxy between its group Gi and a master clock MC providing a frequency reference.
[0017] As illustrated in figure 1, a mobile network BN comprises at least one group Gi of first network clocks N1ij, each
having a local clock LC (slave capable), and capable of exchanging therebetween in a link-by-link scheme and capable
of interconnecting with a master clock MC which provides a frequency reference to the group Gi in an end-to-end scheme
through - but not limited to - second network elements N2k transparent to the end-to-end synchronization protocol.
[0018] It is recalled that a network clock N1ij is a network element having a local clock LC and performing clock recovery
and distribution functions, while a second network elements N2k is a network element not aware of synchronization flows.
[0019] In the following description the synchronization domain in which the first network clocks N1ij are capable of
exchanging therebetween in a link-by-link synchronization scheme is called a local synchronization domain or link-by-
link/hop-by-hop synchronization domain Gi, while the whole synchronization domain, comprising the first network clocks
N1ij, the second network elements N2k and the master clock MC, is called a global synchronization domain. A synchro-
nization domain following an end-to-end scheme deployment between a master clock MC and a first network clock N1ij
of a group Gi is called an end-to-end synchronization domain. This end-to-end synchronization domain comprises at
least the second network elements N2k. According to the invention this end-to-end synchronization domain may comprise
at least one first network clock N1ij configured to be transparent to the end-to-end synchronization protocol but still
supporting the link-by-link protocol in the local synchronization domain. As a consequence and according to the invention,
some first network clocks N1ij may belong to two different synchronization domains logically separated by different
domain identifiers, respectively an end-to-end synchronization domain and a link-by-link (or hop-by-hop) synchronization
domain.
[0020] In the following description it will be considered, as an example, that the global synchronization domain com-
prises an end-to-end deployment using the IEEE 1588V2 protocol (over UOP/IPv4/6) and that each local synchronization
domain is a cell site comprising a link-by-link deployment using either synchronous Ethernet/TDM or PTPV2 with full
link-by-link boundary clock supports, meaning that each first network clock N1ij supports the boundary clock feature.
So, the first network clocks N1ij are at least PTP slave capable and SyncE (or synchronous Ethernet) or boundary clock
capable according to the deployment scenario, while the second network elements N2k are transparent to any synchro-
nization signaling protocol.
[0021] Moreover, in the following description it will be considered, as an example, that each first network clock N1ij
comprises a radio base station (or BTS). But the invention is not limited to this type of network element. Indeed, it
concerns any type of network element comprising a local clock LC, and notably integrated switches or synchronization
cards on BTSs or else customer equipments (CE) with likely specified clocks, for instance.
[0022] In the non-limiting illustrated example, the mobile network BN comprises seven second network elements N2k
(k = 1 to 7). But it could comprise any number of second network elements N2k, as soon as this number is at least equal
to one (1).
[0023] Moreover, in the non-limiting illustrated example, the mobile network BN comprises three groups G1 to G3 (i =
1 to 3). But it could comprise any number of groups Gi, as soon as this number is at least equal to one (1). Each group
Gi belongs to a local synchronization domain which could correspond to a cell site (comprising 2G or 2,5G or 3G or else
4G type base stations) allowing mobile communication equipments to get access to the mobile network BN.
[0024] More, in the non-limiting illustrated example, the first group G1 (i = 1) comprises four first network clocks N111
to N114 (j = 1 to 4), the second group G2 (i = 2) comprises three first network clocks N121 to N123 (j = 1 to 3), and the
third group G3 (i = 3) comprises four first network clocks N131 to N134 (j = 1 to 4). But each group Gi could comprise any
number of first network clocks N1ij, as soon as this number is at least equal to two (2).
[0025] For instance, all the first network clocks N1ij of a group Gi are supposed to be connected together by a physical
link, either wired or wireless. Thus, SyncE/TDM-based technologies can be used to distribute the frequency reference
(received from the master clock MC) to all the local (or slave) clocks LC of a group Gi via the selected frequency
synchronization gateway(s) of this group Gi.
[0026] As mentioned above, the invention proposes notably a method intended for automatically selecting and con-
figuring a first network clock N1ij of a group Gi so that it becomes a frequency synchronization gateway (or proxy) between
its group Gi and the master clock MC, possibly through transparent second network elements (or nodes) N2k.
[0027] This selection and configuration method comprises three steps (i), (ii) and (iii).
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[0028] During the first step (i) datasets (or attributes) of the local clocks LC of a group Gi are transmitted and collected.
[0029] During the second step (ii) these collected clock datasets (or attributes) are compared to determine the best
one according to at least one criterion, then the first network clock N1ij offering this best clock dataset is selected.
[0030] During the third step (iii) only the selected first network clock N1ij (of the link-by-link synchronization domain)
is configured as a frequency synchronization gateway for interconnecting the master clock MC in an end-to-end syn-
chronization domain by using a domain identifier of an end-to-end synchronization domain comprising this master clock
MC. This end-to-end synchronization domain is materialized by a dotted arrow in figure 1. So, the selected first network
clock becomes a frequency synchronization gateway (or proxy) between the master clock MC and its group Gi.
[0031] In the following description it is considered that the selected first network clock N1ij of the first group G1 is the
third one N113.
[0032] A signalling is deployed for collecting clock datasets, and especially the clock accuracy (or "clockAccuracy"
field) and the clock stability (or "offsetScaledLogVariance" attributes). As a straightforward solution, this signalling can
be done by means of ANNOUNCE messages as they inherently carries PTP dataset. Nevertheless, in the context of
the invention, the purpose of these messages (i.e. exchanging local clock datasets) is different from the establishment
of the main synchronization hierarchy regarding the exchange of the parent clock dataset (i.e. the dataset of the master
clock MC).
[0033] It has to be noted that the technology deployed within a local synchronisation domain drives the reachability
of ANNOUNCE messages. As an example, if a local synchronization domain comprises a PTP full boundary clock
deployment in which Announce messages are terminated by boundary clocks, each message has a one-hop reachability.
If this local synchronization domain is a pure or only SyncE domain, then SyncE nodes (and then first network clocks
N1ij) can be considered as transparent to the PTP protocol.
[0034] In any case, it is preferable to isolate the local gateway selection from the global PTP hierarchy construction.
Indeed, some overlapping on parameters may occur while considering the semantics of parameters carried by Announce
messages (as an example if a gateway fails then the "clockclass" parameter of the parent dataset is locally updated and
there is no mean to differentiate this local event to the loss of the PRC traceability if this event occurs). For this (isolation)
purpose a different domain ID shall be used for local PTP messages, for instance domain Number = 16 (note that PTPV2
standard default domain Number is 0 and the ITU-T G.8265.1 Telecom profile default domain Number is 4 - these domain
numbers are to be implemented at the global synchronization domain).
[0035] In the case where PTPV2 is used, during step (iii) one port of the selected first network clock N1ij is configured
as a PTPV2 slave clock for locking to the master clock MC of the end-to-end synchronization domain.
[0036] It is also to be noted that a new SiteName TLV ("Type Length Value") structure can be defined for generic
cases and appended to all PTP local messages to make it possible for other local synchronization domains or for elements
supporting the end-to-end synchronization deployment to filter out or ignore PTP messages coming from a given local
site (e.g. in case of mis-configuration of the following preferred configuration). However, in a preferred embodiment, the
first network clocks N1ij belonging to a local site and PTP-boundary clock aware can be configured to not forward the
(local) messages out of the local site.
[0037] It is also important to note that different domain numbers can be used to segregate PTP flows between the
global (PTP) synchronization domain and local (PTP) synchronization domains, and the new SiteName TLV structure
can be used to delineate PTP flows and especially Announce messages which could be multicasted between different
local sites.
[0038] An example of new SiteName TLV structure is given hereafter.

[0039] In order to isolate a local gateway decision from an eventual global PTPV2 BMCA ("Best Master Clock Algorithm")
decision, a separate set of Data Sets (DSs) can be implemented. The Data Sets of this separate set can be called "local"
Data Sets, for instance. In this case the main fields of the global synchronization domain can be "defaultDS" and
"parentDS", and the main fields of a local synchronization domain can be "defaultLocalDS" and "parentLocalDS".

Bits Octets Offset

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

tlvType = experimental value 2 0

lengthField = 6+N 2 2

organisationld = Alcatel-Lucent 3 4

organisationSubType = 0x000001 3 7

siteName = "Site A" N 10
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[0040] The parameter values of the "defaultDS.clockQuality" field are not necessarily the same as those of the "de-
faultLocalDS.clockQuality" field. For instance, a first network clock N1ij can be configured to be slave-only in the global
synchronization domain (e.g. defaultDS.clockQuality.clockClass = 255) while it can be configured to be potentially a
clock master (or GrandMaster) in its local synchronization domain (e.g. defaultLocalDS.clockQuality.clockClass = 127).
[0041] However, in order to provide redundancy feature within local synchronization domains, it is proposed, as a
possible embodiment, to change the parameter values of a local defaultLocalDS field when the selected gateway en-
counters issue to recover the reference frequency within the global synchronization domain.
[0042] For instance, if the selected gateway received from the clock master MC a noisy (high packet jitter) synchro-
nization signal out of its input noise tolerance, then it can degrade the precedence of its local first priority field ("priorityl"
- defaultLocalDS.priority1 = defaultLocalDS.priority1 + n, with n configurable) or alternatively the precedence of its local
clock quality field ("clockQuality" - e.g. defaultLocalDS.clockQuality.clockClass is degraded from 127 to 255). Otherwise,
it can upgrade its local priority1 field consequently (e.g. IF defaultLocalDS.priority1 > n THEN defaultLocalDS.priority1
= defaultLocalDS.priority1 - n ENDIF).
[0043] It is also important to note that by using ANNOUNCE messages, the gateway discovery can be considered as
implicit. Indeed, a gateway must support at least the PTP local clock feature, and therefore by considering the use of
the PTP announce message, local clocks LC capable to transmit such ANNOUNCE messages are implicitly considered
to be compliant with the ordinary clock feature. Accordingly, the local clocks LC are considered as candidates for the
selection of the gateway of their group Gi (or local synchronization domain).
[0044] Within a preferred embodiment, the gateway selection according to the invention assumes that the cumulated
PDV induced by cell sites nodes (here network element part of N1ij) while configured transparent to PTP is negligible
compared to the cumulated PDV carried by PTP signals incoming the cell site (or local synchronization domain) of a
group Gi. This assumption is realistic when one considers low/moderate PDV within a small (i.e. reduced wired network
size) local synchronization domain for nodes transparent to the PTP protocol (if this local synchronization domain is
based on SyncE/SONET-SDH or PTP standard Boundary Clock (or BC) then the effect of packet jitter is typically bounded
and negligible with regards to the accumulated global synchronization domain PDV). So, with this assumption, the best
PTP/SyncE gateway of a group Gi is reduced to the first network clock N1ij whose local clock LC presents the best clock
dataset within this group Gi.
[0045] For instance, the comparison between collected clock datasets can be based on several criteria. In this case,
if a first criterion having a maximal precedence does not allow to differentiate at least two clock datasets, one uses a
second criterion having a smaller precedence to try to differentiate these clock datasets, and so on with other criteria
with always smaller precedence until a differentiation occurs.
[0046] The criteria may concern the same fields with the same precedence rules as those used by the standard BMCA.
In this case, the different criteria may be the followings (in the precedence order):

- a comparison of values of first priority fields ("priority1") of the clock datasets,

- a comparison of values of local clock classes ("clockClass" - an attribute defining a clock’s TAI traceability) of the
clock datasets. It is recalled that clockClass is a user configurable designation indicating that a clock belongs to an
ordered set of clocks from which a master is selected,

- a comparison of values of local clock accuracies ("clockAccuracy") of the clock datasets,

- a comparison of values of local clock stabilities ("offsetScaledLogVariance") of the clock datasets,

- a comparison of values of second priority fields ("priority2") of the clock datasets. It is recalled that priority2 is a user
configurable designation that provides finer grained ordering among equivalent clocks, and

- a comparison of values of local clock identities ("clockldentity") of the clock datasets. It is recalled that clockldentity
is a tie-breaker based on unique identifiers.

[0047] Information on observed end-to-end PDV from the master clock MC could eventually be taken into account.
[0048] It is important to note that in the case where the selected gateways use PTP to distribute the frequency reference
locally (i.e. respectively in their own group Gi), they present some similarities with regards to standard boundary clocks
(or BCs). However, there is an important difference: a BC recovers the frequency reference and distributes the latter to
downstream PTP clocks within the same PTP synchronization domain, while the selected gateway supports the distri-
bution of a frequency reference across two different PTP synchronization domains (i.e. an end-to-end synchronization
domain and a link-by-link/hop-by-hop synchronization domain). Thus, the selected gateway participates into two inde-
pendent and potentially different procedures of establishing network clock topology (i.e. one within its local group Gi and
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one within the end-to-end synchronization domain).
[0049] It is also important to note that the described gateway selection is not necessarily used for building the syn-
chronization hierarchy of the local domain. As an illustration, within the context wherein the local frequency distribution
is realized by means of SyncE/TDM-based technology, the frequency distribution topology is established accordingly to
ITU-T G.8261.1/G.781 via the exchange of Synchronous Status Messages (SSMs).
[0050] This main difference has an important impact on the selection of the best first network clock N1ij which is
intended for playing the interface between the master clock MC and the first network clocks N1ij of its local cell site or
group Gi.
[0051] At least two families of local selection can be envisaged.
[0052] A first family concerns the distributed local selections. An example of distributed local selection is illustrated in
figure 2. In this example, during the first step (i) each first network clock N1ij of a group Gi transmits its own clock dataset
to each other first network clock N1ij’ that is its direct neighbor within an announce message. A direct neighbor is a node
to which another node is connected by a physical link, either wired or wireless. Then, during the second step (ii) each
first network clock N1ij of a group Gi compares a received clock dataset with its own clock dataset to select the best one,
then transmits this best clock dataset to its direct neighbor(s) within announce message(s) for comparison with its own
clock dataset, and so on until every first network clock N1ij transmits the same best clock dataset to its direct neighbors
within announce message(s). Finally, after a bounded convergence time, the first network clock N1ij having a clock
dataset identical to this same best clock dataset becomes the frequency synchronization gateway.
[0053] As previously described, a specific domain Id is assigned for this local selection and the parent dataset usually
sent within an ANNOUCE message is replaced by a clock dataset of a local clock LC.
[0054] A second family concerns the centralized selections. In this case, the local synchronization domain technology
can be either SyncE or legacy TDM (SDH/SONET, E1/T1) or else a mix of these two above mentioned technologies. It
is noted here that once the gateway is selected, the SyncE/TDM synchronization distribution hierarchy can be automat-
ically established based on Synchronization Status Messages (SSMs).
[0055] A first example of a centralized selection is illustrated in figure 3. In this first example, during the first step (i)
each first network clock N1ij of a group Gi transmits its own clock dataset to every other first network clock N1ij’ of its
group Gi, and during the second step (ii) the first network clock N1ij having a clock dataset that is better than every other
received clock dataset becomes the frequency synchronization gateway and self-configures for taking over this role.
[0056] In this first example it is considered that the intermediate nodes of a group Gi (i.e. the ones that are not first
network clocks N1ij) are transparent to Announce messages.
[0057] For instance, once selected the frequency synchronization gateway immediately transmits a Unicast Negoci-
ation message towards the master clock MC of the global network synchronization domain.
[0058] A second example of a centralized local selection is illustrated in figure 4. In this second example, during the
first step (i) each first network clock N1ij of a group Gi transmits its own clock dataset to a designated network node, and
during the second step (ii) this designated network node compares all the clock datasets of this group Gi to determine
the best one and then informs the first network clock N1ij having this best clock dataset that it is the frequency synchro-
nization gateway.
[0059] The designated network node may be either a predefined first network clock N1ij’ of the considered group Gi
or a centralized managing equipment of the mobile network BN or else the master clock MC.
[0060] In the case where the designated network node is a predefined first network clock N1ij, the latter (N1ij’) may
be, by default, the one having been the most recently installed into the mobile network BN (because it is supposed to
have the best clock quality).
[0061] Whatever the designated network node, it informs the (s)elected gateway by means of an ANNOUNCE message
or a Management message. In this second example, the first network clock N113 that receives an ANNOUNCE/Man-
agement message is considered as the (s)elected gateway.
[0062] Once (s)elected, the gateway N113 sends relevant messages for the establishment of the overall synchronization
hierarchy, and notably a PTP Unicast Negociation message towards the master clock MC of, and Announce or SSM
(Quality Level) messages to the first network clocks N1ij’ (j’ ≠ 3) of its local synchronization domain or group Gi. If
SyncE/SONET-SDH is deployed within this local synchronization domain or group Gi, then mapping rules of the ITU-T
G.8261.1 apply.
[0063] The traceability of the selected gateway N113 to the frequency reference (e.g. parentDS.clockQuality.clockClass
= 68) within the global synchronization domain should be mapped to the local SyncE/E1/T1 Synchronization Status
Message (SSMs) (e.g. SSM Quality Value QL = 0010).
[0064] In case of a local synchronization domain wherein synchronization is supported by PTP boundary clocks,
Announce messages carrying local clock datasets in the link-by-link synchronization domain can be logically isolated to
the end-to-end synchronization domain and to other link-by-link synchronization domains by using a SiteName TLV.
Once a first network clock Nij is selected, it plays the role of a GrandMaster Clock in the local synchronization domain
(i.e. bounded regarding the use of this local SiteName identifier) so that the synchronization hierarchy of the local
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synchronization domain is self-configured by the aforementioned selection process. Similarly this selected first network
clock Nij is announced as a slave of the end-to-end synchronization domain by sending, for instance, a Unicast_request
message to the (Grand)Master clock MC (i.e. the one having the actual frequency reference) by using the synchronization
domain identifier of the end-to-end synchronization domain.
[0065] Regarding the scalability issue related to the length of the PTPV2 Domain_Id used within the header of the
PTPV2 messages (255 values), a Type Length Value field extension is proposed for addressing high number of local
synchronization domains referring to cell sites.
[0066] The invention allows optimizing the frequency accuracy of all clocks. It allows also an automatic configuration
of the synchronization hierarchy from the reference master clock towards each base station (whatever its type (2G,
2,5G, 3G or 4G)). Moreover, it is self-adaptable because the configuration of the synchronization architecture takes into
account the adding or removal of any network element or synchronization clock, as well as failure events.
[0067] The invention is not limited to the embodiments of method described above, only as examples, but it encom-
passes all alternative embodiments which may be considered by one skilled in the art within the scope of the claims
hereafter.

Claims

1. Method for automatically selecting a first network clock (N1ij) of a mobile network (BN) comprising at least one group
(Gi) of first network clocks (N1ij) each having a local clock (LC), belonging to a link-by-link synchronization domain
in which they communicate in a link-by-link synchronization scheme and capable of communicating in an end-to-
end synchronization scheme with a master clock (MC) providing a frequency reference for synchronizing said local
clocks (LC), said method comprising a step (i) during which one collects datasets of the local clocks (LC) of said
group (Gi), a step (ii) during which one compares said collected clock datasets to determine the best one according
to at least one criterion, then one selects the first network clock (N1ij) offering said best clock dataset, and a step
(iii) during which said selected first network clock (N1ij) is configured as a frequency synchronization gateway for
interconnecting said master clock (MC) in an end-to-end synchronization domain by using a domain identifier of an
end-to-end synchronization domain comprising said master clock (MC).

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein said end-to-end domain and said link-by-link synchronization domain com-
prising said first network clocks (N1ij) are identified by different synchronization domain identifiers.

3. Method according to one of claims 1 and 2, wherein said end-to-end synchronization scheme is supported by the
IEEE 1588V2 protocol deployed between said master clock (LC) and said frequency synchronization gateway.

4. Method according to one of claims 1 to 3, wherein said link-by-link synchronization scheme is supported by the
IEEE 1588V2 protocol deployed in said group (Gi) and assisted by a full deployment of boundary clocks.

5. Method according to one of claims 1 to 4, wherein said selected first network clock (N1ij) is announced as a Grand-
Master of a link-by-link synchronization domain, which is isolated by a SiteName domain identifier.

6. Method according to one of claims 1 and 2, wherein said end-to-end synchronization scheme is supported by the
IETF Network Time Protocol deployed between said master clock (LC) and said frequency synchronization gateway.

7. Method according to one of claims 1 to 3, wherein said link-by-link synchronization scheme is supported either by
synchronous Ethernet or by SONET/SDH deployed in said group (Gi).

8. Method according to one of claims 1 to 7, wherein a Type Length Value field is used within signalling messages for
exchanging said clock datasets related to first network clocks of said link-by-link synchronization domain.

9. Method according to the combination of claims 5 and 8, wherein said link-by-link synchronization domain identifier
SiteName is transported by signalling messages within a Type Length Value Field.

10. Method according to one of claims 1 to 9, wherein in step (i) said first network clocks (N1 ij) of a group (Gi) transmit
signaling messages carrying clock dataset so that at least one first network clock (N1ij) of said group (Gi) is able to
determine the best network clock of said group (Gi) and to inform said best network clock so that it becomes said
frequency synchronization gateway.
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11. Method according to one of claims 1 to 10, wherein the selection of the best network clock of a group (Gi) results
from a comparison of network clock datasets comprising at least a priority attribute or a clock stability attribute.

12. Method according to one of claims 1 to 11, wherein in step (i) first network clocks (N1ij) transmit clock datasets by
means of Precision Time Protocol announce messages.

13. Method according to one of claims 1 to 12, wherein in step (iii) once a first network clock (N1ij) is informed that it is
said frequency synchronization gateway, it transmits a PTP unicast negotiation message to said master clock (MC),
and then informs every other first network clock (N1ij’) of its group (Gi) of the fact that it is the local frequency reference
of said link-by-link synchronization domain (Gi).

14. Computer program product comprising a set of instructions arranged, when it is executed by processing means, for
performing the method according to one of the preceding claims to allow an automatic selection of a first network
clock (N1ij) of a mobile network (BN) in order it becomes a frequency synchronization gateway.
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